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We study the partition function of TT̄-deformed two-dimensional Maxwell theory by solving the
relevant flow equation at the level of individual flux sectors. Summing exactly the “instanton” series, we
obtain a well-defined expression for the partition function at arbitrary μ. For μ > 0, the spectrum of the
theory experiences a truncation and the theory undergoes infinite-order quantum phase transitions
associated with the vanishing of Polyakov-loop correlators. For μ < 0, the appearance of nonperturbative
contributions in μ drastically modifies the structure of the partition function.
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Introduction.—Gauge theories in low dimensions pro-
vide a valuable theoretical laboratory to test phenomena
and properties likely to occur in their realistic four-dimen-
sional counterparts. In particular, models such as Chern-
Simons theory on three-manifolds [1] or two-dimensional
Yang-Mills theory on Riemann surfaces [2–4] are exactly
solvable, allowing for a better understanding of quantum
field theory beyond the perturbative regime. Given a model
with an exact quantum solution, it is natural to look for
deformations preserving (at least) part of its solvable
character. Usually, one is interested in relevant deforma-
tions, which keep the theory well defined in the UV,
disregarding irrelevant ones that should, instead, uncon-
trollably change it. A notable counterexample is provided
by a special irrelevant deformation of two-dimensional
field theories, the so-called TT̄ deformation [5,6]. This
preserves crucial properties of the original theory along the
RG flow [5–11] and opens the possibility to explore the
dynamics of nonstandard UV fixed points [12]. A striking
feature of this construction is the solvability of the finite-
volume spectrum En of the deformed theory, controlled by
the Burgers-type differential equation [5,6]

∂En

∂μ ¼ En
∂En

∂R þ P2
n

R
; ð1Þ

where μ is the (dimensionful) deformation, R the radius of
the spatial circle, and Pn the momentum eigenvalue.

Despite recent activity on the subject, certain aspects of
TT̄-deformed theories are still enigmatic. On the one hand,
they seem intrinsically related to two-dimensional gravity
[13–16], to random geometries [17], and can be reformu-
lated in terms of string theory [18–23]. On the other hand,
they appear to encode deep aspects of holography [24–26]
and interesting thermodynamical properties [27,28]. Hopes
to gain further understanding of these points are generated
by the fact that these deformations are special, as they
preserve supersymmetry [7–10], modular invariance [11],
integrability [5,6], and, in the case of Yang-Mills theory,
area-preserving diffeomorphisms.
The effect of the deformation has been mainly explored

starting from conformal field theories, where the R
dependence of the undeformed energy spectrum is fixed
by conformal invariance. In this case, a radically different
behavior has been observed, depending on the sign of μ:
positive values seem to lead to a meaningful, although
nonlocal, theory in the UV [12], while negative values are
associated with a complexification of some portion of the
spectrum [11]. Because of this, the negative-sign deforma-
tion is believed not to make sense in the finite-volume limit.
Nonperturbative effects in the parameter μ have sometimes
been advocated [29] to avoid this pathological behavior, but
no precise computation has been performed in this direc-
tion, at least to our knowledge.
In this Letter, we begin to study these problems in two-

dimensional gauge theories that, as previously mentioned,
have the luxury of being exactly solvable. In particular, we
examine here the simplest nontrivial case: Maxwell theory
on the torus [30]. We will derive the exact expression of the
partition function Z for both signs of the deformation
parameter, solving nonperturbatively the flow equation for
the U(1) gauge model [31,32]
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∂Z
∂μ þ 2A

∂2Z
∂A2

¼ 0; ð2Þ

where A is the torus area. A certain number of nontrivial
features are displayed by our results that generalize to the
non-Abelian case. The TT̄ deformation of Yang-Mills
theory has been already considered in [33–35], mainly
in relation to the large-N limit for the sphere topology. Our
aim is to derive exact nonperturbative results at finite N.
Maxwell theory and its deformation.—We consider

Maxwell theory defined on the Euclidean torus S1 × S1

with lengths R and β. The spectrum of the theory reads
En ¼ e2Rn2=2, where e is the gauge coupling [36].
Accordingly, the partition function takes the simple form

Z ¼
X
n∈Z

e−e
2An2=2 ¼ ϑ3ðe−e2A=2Þ; ð3Þ

where A ¼ Rβ. A dual representation of the partition
function is obtained by performing Poisson summation
on (3),

Z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

e2A

r X
m∈Z

e−
2π2

e2A
m2

; ð4Þ

where the expression in the exponent represents the
classical instanton action for configurations of (quantized)
magnetic fluxm, while the factor in front is due to quantum
fluctuations; see [37] for technical details and relevant
references. The TT̄-deformed spectrum is readily obtained
from the undeformed one by solving (1):

En ¼
e2Rn2=2
1 − μe2n2

: ð5Þ

Despite its simplicity, this immediately exhibits pathologies
akin to the case of conformal theories. For μ > 0, an infinite
number of energy levels become negative, namely, those
with n2 > ð1=μe2Þ, thus signaling an instability: one would
like to truncate the spectrum and to explain the absence of
the associated states dynamically. On the other hand, for
μ < 0 the spectrum remains positive, but it saturates on a
maximum energy Ec ¼ ðR=2μÞ. One can quickly compute
the density of states in this limit and observe that it diverges
as ðEc − EÞ−3=2. Moreover, in both cases the naive partition
function is clearly ill defined as it is given in terms of a
divergent sum.
Solving the flow equation in each flux sector.—Since (2)

is linear, it should separately apply to each term of the sum
in (4). In fact, it is reasonable to expect that the deformation
should lead to a well-defined result for each instanton, with
the total partition function still expressible as a sum over
“deformed” instantons and their fluctuations. Our strategy
will be precisely to construct the full result as a sum over
TT̄-deformed flux sectors. As a bonus, deriving the

contribution associated with each m, we can check that
the classical deformed action for U(1) obtained in [15]
dominates the semiclassical expansion.
The flow equation can be easily solved by separation of

variables. The generic solution,

1

τs

�
c1U

�
s; 0;

α

2τ

�
þ c2

α

2τ 1F1

�
sþ 1; 2;

α

2τ

��
; ð6Þ

is labeled by a real parameter s. Here, c1 and c2 are arbitrary
constants, while U and 1F1, respectively, denote the
Tricomi and Kummer confluent hypergeometric functions.
We have also introduced the two adimensional quantities
τ ¼ e2μ and α ¼ e2A that naturally appear in the generic
solution. Denoting with zmðα; τÞ the deformed partition
function for a given flux m, we obtain its general form by
considering a linear combination of the fundamental
solutions in (6). The coefficients of such a combination
are constrained to reproduce the undeformed result at τ ¼ 0
and to lead to a convergent expression upon summation
overm. The behavior of (6) around τ ¼ 0 is sensitive to the
sign of the deformation parameter. We consider the two
choices separately.
The undeformed result, as it appears in (4), can be

written as a convergent power series in 1=α with

zmðα; 0Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p X∞
k¼0

ð−2π2m2Þk
k!

1

αkþ1=2 : ð7Þ

Next, we consider the expansion of (6) as τ → 0þ. In this
limit, the Kummer function blows up as eðα=2τÞ for generic
values of s. On the other hand, Uðs; 0; xÞ ∼ x−s

for x → ∞. Thus, the obvious choice to match the ex-
pansion (7) is

zmðα; τÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
π

τ

r X∞
k¼0

1

k!

�
−
π2m2

τ

�
k
U

�
kþ 1

2
; 0;

α

2τ

�
: ð8Þ

This solution is precisely the one obtained by Borel
resumming the asymptotic series obtained through a power
expansion in τ of the generic deformed flux sector
zmðα; τÞ [38].
By replacing the Tricomi function with its integral

representation, we can perform the sum over k and rewrite
(8) as the Fourier transform

zmðα; τÞ ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dye2πimyϕðyÞ ð9Þ

of the smooth function with compact support

ϕðyÞ ¼ e
− αy2

2ð1−y2τÞΘð1 − y2τÞ; ð10Þ

where Θ is the step function. Now, the sum of e2πimx over
m simply yields the Dirac comb of period 1. This allows us
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to trivially evaluate the integral in y and to obtain the full
deformed partition function

Zðα; τÞ ¼
Xb 1ffiffi

τ
p c

n¼−b 1ffiffi
τ

p c
e
− αn2

2ð1−n2τÞ; ð11Þ

where the symbol bxc stands for the integer part of x. In the
above, we still sum over the deformed spectrum, but now
all negative energies are excluded. Focusing on a specific
level n, we see that its energy grows as τ increases and it
blows up at τ ¼ n−2. Above this threshold, the level drops
out of the spectrum. As a consequence, only a finite number
of energy levels survives when τ > 0. For τ > 1, the
deformed spectrum contains only the ground state and
the partition function becomes trivial: Zðα; τÞ ¼ 1.
When τ < 0, the Tricomi function in (6) develops an

imaginary part. However, we can easily engineer a new
ansatz for real solutions of the flow equation exploiting the
second family of hypergeometrics in (6),

zmðα; τÞ ¼
πα

2

X
k∈K

ð−1Þ2kð4π2m2Þk
ð2kÞ!ð−τÞkþ3=2 1F1

�
kþ 3

2
; 2;

α

2τ

�
;

ð12Þ
where K ¼ f0; 1;…g. This expression is manifestly real
and reproduces the 1=α expansion in (7) for τ → 0−. In fact,

1F1ðsþ 1; 2;−xÞ ∼ x−s−1=Γð1 − sÞ þ e−x… for x → ∞.
The presence of exponentially suppressed terms in the

expansion of the Kummer function indicates that the
solution is nonanalytic at τ ¼ 0. However, these are
unavoidable if one wants to preserve the reality of the
partition function. Again, the origin and necessity of
nonanalytic terms also emerge if we carefully examine
the perturbative solution of the flow equation through the
tools provided by resurgence [39].
Exploiting an integral representation of the Kummer

function, we can perform the sum over k in (12) and obtain

zmðα; τÞ ¼ −
I
γ
du

iα sinhð2πm ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−u

p Þe− αu
2−2τu

4πmðτu − 1Þ2 ; ð13Þ

where the contour γ is depicted in Fig. 1. Suppose we now
shrink γ around the essential singularity in 1=τ and pick up

the dominant contribution at large jmj. We can check that
(12) grows exponentially in this limit. Thus, the sum over
the fluxes does not converge, and (12) does not define a
sensible partition function for τ < 0.
We must remark that the existence of nonanalytic

contributions solving the flow equation suggests that there
is a degree of arbitrariness in writing down the ansatz (12):
we are free to modify it by adding any combination of
solutions exponentially vanishing at τ ¼ 0. The minimal
modification of (12) that cancels the unsatisfactory behav-
ior for large jmj is given by extending the sum to half-
integers withK ¼ f0; 1=2; 1;…g. Wewill see later that this
nonperturbative completion has remarkable properties.
Each new term solves the flow equation and vanishes
exponentially as τ → 0−. Now

zmðα; τÞ ¼ −
Z
γ
du

iαe−2πjmj ffiffiffiffiffi
−u

p
e−

αu
2−2τu

4πjmjðτu − 1Þ2 : ð14Þ

By shrinking the contour again around the essential
singularity, we can verify that zmðα; τÞ decays exponen-
tially for large jmj, yielding a convergent sum over the
fluxes. This behavior is exactly the one suggested by the
semiclassical analysis where zmðα; τÞ is expected to decay
as the exponential of the deformed action [31].
The easiest way to compute the integral (14) is to

consider γ as the sum of two contours, γcut and γcircle
(see Fig. 1). The integration over γcircle vanishes in the limit
of large r. Instead, the contribution of γcut is evaluated by
taking the discontinuity of the integrand across the cut of
the square root. Upon integrating by parts and setting
u ¼ y2, we find

zmðα; τÞ ¼ 2

Z
∞

0

dy
�
e
−α
2

y2

1−τy2 − e
α
2τ

�
cosð2πmyÞ: ð15Þ

Once again, we observe the appearance of the Dirac comb
when summing over m, leading to

Zðα; τÞ ¼
X∞
n¼−∞

�
e−

α
2

n2

1−τn2 − e
α
2τ

�
: ð16Þ

We notice that the entire deformed spectrum survives, but
we have an additional subtraction in the partition function,
nonperturbative in τ, that ensures the convergence of the
sum. The subtraction matches the asymptotic value of the
first term for large n. Again, (16) solves the flow equation
and reproduces the correct undeformed limit for τ → 0−.
One would be tempted to conclude that an infinite

number of nonperturbative states of energy Ec is present
in the spectrum, having negative norms and regularizing the
thermal trace. This feature is reminiscent of other instances
of TT̄-deformed theories which are associated with non-
positive-definite densities of states [40].

FIG. 1. The contour γ for the integrals in (13) and (14) is the
union of a Hankel-like contour γcut and a circle γcircle of radius r.
In u ¼ 1=τ both integrands have an essential singularity.
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The deformed instanton action.—In a suitable semi-
classical limit, we expect that zmðα; τÞ should be dominated
by the exponential of the classical deformed action evalu-
ated on the corresponding U(1) instanton configuration [6].
First, we check this property in the case τ ≥ 0.

Performing the change of variable y ¼ τ−1=2 tanhðxÞ in
(9), we can rearrange the integral as

zmðα; τÞ ¼
1ffiffiffi
τ

p
Z

∞

−∞
dx

e−4π
2m2χðxÞ=α

cosh2ðxÞ ; ð17Þ

where

χðxÞ ¼ sinh2ðxÞ − 2ijmj ffiffiffi
σ

p
tanhðxÞ

2m2σ
ð18Þ

and σ ¼ 4π2τ=α2. This representation suggests considering
a double scaling in which α and τ are taken small with σ
fixed. In this limit, we expect the integral to be dominated
by the saddles of χ. Posing x ¼ i arctanðjmj ffiffiffi

σ
p

wÞ, the
solutions of the saddle-point equation χ0ðxÞ ¼ 0 are cap-
tured by the quartic

m4σ2w4 þ 2m2σw2 − wþ 1 ¼ 0: ð19Þ

For σ < ð27=256 m2Þ, we have a real saddle

w⋆ ¼ 3F2

�
1

2
;
3

4
;
5

4
;
4

3
;
5

3
;
256

27
m2σ

�
; ð20Þ

which is smoothly connected to the one obtained from the
undeformed theory. The steepest descent approximation
method leads to

zmðα; τÞ ∼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

αη

s
e−

3π2

2ασ½3F2ð−1
2
;−1

4
;1
4
;1
3
;2
3
;256
27
m2σÞ−1�; ð21Þ

where η ¼ 2w−3=2⋆ − w−1⋆ − 2m2σw1=2⋆ . The dominant term
is exactly proportional to the exponential of the classical
deformed action obtained in [6].
While this analysis is certainly consistent at fixedm, the

necessity to sum over the U(1) fluxes poses a problem with
the branch cut of the hypergeometric function, the classical
action becoming complex for m2σ > 27=256. A closer
inspection of the interval 0 < m2σ < 27=256 unveils a
second real solution of (19), which provides a subdominant
contribution to our expansion. The two real solutions
become closer and closer, and collide exactly when
m2σ ¼ 27=256, emerging further as two complex conju-
gate solutions. We expect them to both contribute when
m2σ > 27=256, combining into a real expression for the
full partition function. This dramatic change in the nature of
the instanton expansion is presumably related to the
truncation of the spectrum observed for τ > 0.

We can readily repeat the same analysis in the case of
τ < 0. At variance with the previous situation, the hyper-
geometric function stays real for any value ofm (no branch
cut is present when σ is negative). The saddle point
connected to the undeformed case always dominates
zmðα; τÞ in the double-scaling limit. One can estimate
the behavior of the instanton series at large jmj as

zmðα; τÞ ∼ e−
2πjmjffiffiffi

−τ
p

; ð22Þ

confirming the convergence of the sum over the U(1)
fluxes.
Wilson loops and quantum phase transitions.—The

partition function (11) is nonanalytic whenever τ−1=2 is
integer (τ ¼ 0 is a limit point for such a set of values).
Nonetheless, it is always smooth in τ. Such nonanaliticities
are the signs of phase transitions of infinite order [41]. We
will show how Wilson-loop correlators [42] act as order
parameters for such transitions.
In accordance with our previous discussion, we intro-

duce the partition function for an arbitrary topology with b
boundaries

Zbðα; τ; θ1;…; θbÞ ¼
Xb 1ffiffi

τ
p c

n¼−b 1ffiffi
τ

p c
e
− αn2

2ð1−n2τÞþiðθ1þ���þθbÞn; ð23Þ

where the θ’s parametrize the boundary holonomies. A
correlator of two homological Wilson loops is given by

hWq1Wq2i ¼
Z

2π

0

dθ1
2π

Z
2π

0

dθ2
2π

eiðθ1q1þθ2q2Þ

×
Z2ðα1; τ; θ1; θ2ÞZ2ðα2; τ; θ1; θ2Þ

Zðα1 þ α2; τÞ
; ð24Þ

where q1; q2 ∈ Z label the U(1) representations of the
Wilson loops. The above is nonvanishing for q1 ¼ −q2 and
its computation is straightforward. In the decompactifica-
tion limit, where α ¼ α1 þ α2 → ∞ while α2 ¼ e2Lβ is
kept fixed, we find

hWqW−qi ∼ e
−e2Lβ q2

2ð1−τq2ÞΘð1 − τq2Þ: ð25Þ

One can think of the two Wilson-loop insertions as the
wordlines of a particle-antiparticle test pair of charge �qe
set at a distance L and wrapping around the thermal circle.
See Fig. 2.
For τ < q−2 the pair experiences an attractive potential

that grows linearly with L, typical of a confined phase.
However, as τ increases, the interaction gets stronger with
an effective charge eeff ¼ �eq=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − τq2

p
. For τ > q−2, the

potential diverges with the particles of charge eq seemingly
decoupling from the theory.
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Conclusions and outlook.—We have derived the exact
partition function for the TT̄-deformed U(1) gauge theory
on the torus. Depending on the sign of the deformation, we
have found radically different behaviors.
For μ > 0, the spectrum of the theory undergoes a drastic

reduction with only a finite number of states (namely, the
ones with positive energy) surviving as indicated in
Eq. (11). The truncation of the spectrum comes with an
infinite number of quantum phase transitions, each asso-
ciated with the vanishing of a certain correlator of
Polyakov loops.
For μ < 0, the appearance of a tower of nonperturbative

contributions cures the naive divergence of the partition
function. Conservatively, the origin of this tower can be
traced back to the existence of a state of energy Ec with the
negative norm for each U(1) flux. The spectral properties of
the theory in this regime are encoded in the resolvent

RðE; τÞ ¼
Z

∞

0

dαeαEZðα; τÞ

¼ −
ffiffiffi
2

p
πffiffiffiffi

E
p ð2Eτ þ 1Þ3=2 cot

� ffiffiffi
2

p
π

ffiffiffiffi
E

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Eτ þ 1

p
�
: ð26Þ

As already observed in the case of Jackiw-Teitelboim (JT)
gravity [40], for negative values of the deformation
parameter, the partition function can be reproduced by
acting on the undeformed resolvent with the change of
variables induced by the flow equation for the spectrum. In
the case at hand, we observe that RðE; τÞ is obtained from
RðE; 0Þ with

E ↦
E

1þ 2τE
: ð27Þ

The same approach cannot be used when μ > 0 since the
above map ceases to be continuous. Still, it would be
interesting to gain a better understanding of (16), in
particular from the perspective of the topological compo-
sition rules of the original gauge theory [3]. These, in fact,
while fully compatible with the truncation of the spectrum
for μ > 0, fail to naively hold for (16).
Our construction is based on the solutions of the flow

equation, an approach that can be easily extended to the
non-Abelian case, possibly on a general Riemann surface.

While we expect a situation similar to that of Maxwell
theory for μ > 0, the deformed non-Abelian theory should
experience different behaviors for μ < 0, also depending on
the topology. At variance with the U(1) case, the unde-
formed partition function strongly depends on the genus,
and we expect further nonperturbative contributions to cure
the divergencies for the sphere and the torus. In contrast,
the higher-genus case could exhibit new features due to the
nontrivial geometrical structures underlying the theory [3].
Another direction to pursue is to study the large-N limit

in the presence of the deformation and to explore the fate of
the Gross-Taylor string expansion [43] (see [33,35] for
results at the leading order). We expect that our techniques
will enable us to approach the general case and to explore
the full phase diagram of the theory on the sphere. The
torus case at large N should also be worth investigating
since the undeformed model is closely related to conformal
field theory [44] and to topological strings [45].
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